Shell-isolated nanoparticle-enhanced Raman spectroscopy study of the adsorption behaviour of DNA bases on Au(111) electrode surfaces†
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For the first time, we used the electrochemical shell-isolated nanoparticle-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (EC-SHINERS) technique to in situ characterize the adsorption behaviour of four DNA bases (adenine, guanine, thymine, and cytosine) on atomically flat Au(111) electrode surfaces. The spectroscopic results of the various molecules reveal similar features, such as the adsorption-induced reconstruction of the Au(111) surface and the drastic Raman intensity reduction of the ring breathing modes after the lifting reconstruction. As a preliminary study of the photo-induced charge transfer (PICT) mechanism, the in situ spectroscopic results obtained on single crystal surfaces are excellently illustrated with electrochemical data.

1. Introduction

DNA and RNA play the most significant roles in inheritance and the gene expression.1–3 Particularly, the four DNA bases, adenine, guanine, thymine, and cytosine, are essential components of ATP, NADH and some co-enzymes.4 To deeply understand life processes, the nucleobases have been extensively investigated in the past few decades. Over the last decade, the electrochemical behaviour of the DNA bases was examined using scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and cyclic voltammetry (CV) on Au(111),5–10 Au(100),11 Au(110),12 Cu(110),13 and Cu(111)14 surfaces. In addition, other techniques such as normalized interfacial Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (SNIFTIRS),7 surface-enhanced infrared reflection-absorption spectroscopy with the attenuated total reflection technique (ATR-SEIRAS),15,16 surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS)17, surface X-ray scattering (SXS)18 and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)19 have been used for nucleobase investigation.

For instance, Tao et al. combined the STM and CV method for the investigation of the electrochemical behaviour of DNA bases on Au(111) electrodes; the polymeric aggregates were formed by adenine/guanine, but the oblique lattice had been observed with cytosine/thymine.5 Maleki and coworkers used STM and molecular dynamics in their work; adenine, guanine and thymine formed hydrogen-bonded chains on Au(111), however, cytosine was clustered into an island at low coverage. And at high coverage, adenine was formed as a ordered two-dimensional hexagonal structure, while guanine, cytosine and thymine aggregated into small random clusters.9 In another work, Salvatore and coworkers evidenced that DNA bases chemisorbed on the Au(110) surface, and this study revealed that the chemisorption was accompanied by lifting reconstruction of Au(110).12,20 Although the structural transformation of DNA bases on the low-index single crystal gold electrodes could be imaged by STM, it is highly necessary to obtain the chemical information of these vital molecules on metal substrates (Fig. 1).
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To examine the interaction between DNA bases and metal substrates, the Raman spectroscopy technique can be used to accure chemical information of these processes. Usually, Raman scattering has been widely applied in biological molecule characterization because of its non-destructive analysis, simplicity, and highly sensitive detection.21–24 Meanwhile, the influence of water and carbon dioxide is significantly low in Raman measurements when compared with infrared spectroscopy.23 Along with the nanostructured or roughened metal substrate morphologies, the Raman signals of probe molecules will be amplified to a great extent.25 This phenomenon is called surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS). SERS has gained great attention in the field of electrochemistry and biology due to its sensitivity and molecular specificity.26 However, there are still two main generality limitations regarding the applications of SERS. First, only a few noble metals (e.g. Au, Ag, and Cu) could provide the large enhancement of SERS. Second, the substrate should be roughened or nanostructured.27 In 2010, our group invented a novel method called shell-isolated nanoparticle-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SHINERS)28 which had been successfully applied to acquire high quality Raman signals on various well-defined substrates. The key advantage of the shell-isolated nanoparticles is their uniform and ultrathin SiO₂ shell, which permits the Au core to generate strong electromagnetic near-fields and simultaneously protects it from the chemical environment. For instance, this technique was used to in situ monitor the electro-oxidation processes at low-index Au(hkl) surfaces.29

In this work, we utilize the in situ electrochemical SHINERS method to study the adsorption behaviours of the four DNA bases at single crystal Au(111) electrode surfaces for the first time. The adsorption-induced lifting reconstruction of the Au (111) surface has been evidenced by the cycle voltammetry studies with the four bases. The Raman signal intensity attenuation of the ring breathing mode has been observed along with the lifting reconstruction process, and the photo-induced charge transfer (PICT) mechanism was used to explain these spectroscopic results. As an emerging vibrational spectroscopic method, electrochemical SHINERS has great potential for the in situ analysis of biological molecules at electrochemical interfaces with a well-defined substrate.

### 2. Experimental

#### 2.1 Materials

The nucleic acid bases adenine (A, 99%), thymine (T, 97%), cytosine (C, 98%), and guanine (G, 98%), sodium citrate (99.0%), chloroauroic acid (HAuCl₄·3H₂O, 99.99%), sodium perchlorate (NaClO₄, 98%–102%), and (3-aminopropyl)trimethoxysilane (97%) were purchased from Alfa Aesar. Sodium silicate solution (27% SiO₂) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. All the chemicals were used directly without purification. Deionized Milli-Q water (~18.2 MΩ cm) was used throughout the study.

### 2.2 Apparatus

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were recorded with a HITACHI S-4800, and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were recorded with a JEM 2100. CV was recorded with a CHI-630E potentiostat. All the electrochemical measurements were carried out using a standard glass three-room cell. A saturated calomel electrode (SCE) and a Pt wire served as the reference and counter electrodes, respectively. In the case of EC-SHINERS measurements, the electrode potential was controlled with an Autolab PGSTAT30 (Metrohm). The EC-SHINERS measurements were carried out with a confocal Raman system Xplora (Jobin-Yvon Horiba). The excitation wavelength was 638 nm. The microscope objective was 50× magnification with a numerical aperture of 0.55. All the EC-SHINERS measurements were carried out using a Teflon three-electrode cell. SCE and Pt wire were used as the reference and counter electrodes, respectively. In this work, all potentials given were referred to the SCE potential scale.

#### 2.3 Preparation of shell-isolated Au nanoparticles

First, 55 nm Au core nanoparticles were prepared according to the literature:30 1.4 mL of 1 wt% sodium citrate solution was added into 200 mL of 0.01 wt% boiling HAuCl₄ solution. The mixture was refluxed for 1 h and then cooled down to room temperature for the following silica coating. The Au@SiO₂ nanoparticles were produced according to the previous publications of our group:28 0.4 mL of 1 mM APTMS solution was added into 30 mL of the as-prepared Au sol, and the mixture was stirred for 15 min at room temperature. Next, 3 mL of 0.54 wt% sodium silicate solution with pH ≈10.3 was added to the sol. Finally, the sol was then transferred to a 95 °C bath and stirred for 30 min for the coating of the silica shell with a thickness of about 4 nm. The hot sol was transferred to a 1.5 mL test tube and cooled in an ice bath. The SHINs were centrifuged at 5500 rpm twice and washed with Milli-Q water. Then the concentrated SHINs were diluted with Milli-Q water to about 200 µL for the in situ EC-SHINERS measurements (Fig. 2).31

![Fig. 2](image_url) (a) SEM image of a Au(111) bead electrode. (b) High-resolution TEM image of a single Au SHINERS particle with a 4 nm SiO₂ shell. (c) SEM image of Au SHINERS particles on a Au(111) single crystal electrode.
3. Results and discussion

3.1 The adsorption behaviour of adenine on a Au(111) surface

The adsorption behaviour of adenine (1 mM) on a Au(111) electrode in 0.1 M NaClO₄ solution was monitored by CV at a scan rate of 50 mV s⁻¹. From Fig. 3a, we can distinguish the potential dependence of current and spectral characteristics in three regions: (I) within a potential range of −0.7 to −0.45 V, adenine molecules formed disordered adsorption on Au(111), and the planar adenine molecules were oriented nearly parallel to the electrode surface; (II) from −0.45 to 0 V, two couples of broad peaks were observed. Similarly, Camargo et al.⁸ and Xiao et al.¹² reported the dissolution and formation of the charge transfer complex in this region. Besides, the formation of metal–adenine complexes could be also confirmed by the shifting of the bands compared with the Raman spectra in solution (ESI Fig. S2†). According to the work of Martins et al.³³ adsorbed adenine molecules undergo deprotonation with lifting of the reconstruction (Fig. 3a), simultaneously. At the potential of −0.45 V, adenine formed an ordered physisorbed film on the non-reconstructed gold surface; (III) at positive electric potential, adenine molecules were adsorbed in a vertical orientation with the anchors of the N7 atom and NH₂ group. The positively charged surface stabilized the coordination of lone-pair orbitals to the metal surface. At more positive potential, oxidation of the Au surface leads to adenine desorption at positive potentials. To avoid the oxidation, the maximum potential of the CV scan is set to be 0.4 V.

The in situ SHINER spectra of adenine adsorption on a Au(111) single crystal electrode from 1 mM solution are shown in Fig. 3b (the spectral range from 550 to 1700 cm⁻¹ contains more fingerprint information, as shown in the ESI Fig. S3,† and the spectra of applied potential are reversible, as shown in the ESI Fig. S4†). The potential increment of the SHINER spectra sampling was 0.1 V, with about 60 s at each step for stabilization of the current. The strong peaks appearing between 600 and 800 cm⁻¹ for all DNA bases are attributed to the ring breathing vibrational modes.²³,³⁴

The vibrational frequency shift of molecules at electrochemical interfaces is a sensitive probe of molecular orientation on electrode surfaces, because the bonding interaction between DNA bases is highly correlated with the adsorption geometries on noble metal surfaces.³⁵,³⁶ The hybridization of occupied orbitals of nucleobases and the d-band of the Au surface dominate the bonding interaction for both the vertical and flat orientations, while the delocalized occupied π orbital coupled more strongly with the d-band in the vertically oriented adsorption.³⁵ Such enhancement of the intramolecular π bonding orbital results in the blue-shift of the ring breathing modes. Consequently, the vibrational frequency of the ring breathing modes experiences significant blue-shift during the orientation variation of the lifting reconstruction process, as shown in Fig. 3a and c.

The spectral intensity of the ring breathing mode is plotted against potential in Fig. 3d. The intensity of the ring breathing mode for adenine was firstly enhanced with the increase of coverage, but drastically decreased immediately after the lifting reconstruction process, while the adsorption kept full monolayer coverage. This intensity variation profile could be explained by the photo-induced charge transfer (PICT) mechanism.³⁷ The electronic excitation gap for the nucleobases in the gas phase is far from resonance with the energy of the excitation laser (about 2 eV). Nevertheless, the Fermi level of Au lying between the HOMO and LUMO of the molecular orbitals narrowed the off-resonance intramolecular excitation gap to near-resonance matching with the excitation laser,³⁸ which provided the possible metal-to-molecule PICT mechanism. As the electrochemical potential shifts positively, the chemical potential of interfacial electrons gets closer to the HOMO level of the nucleobases, thus the near-resonance excitation switched to off-resonance excitation. We also performed a SHINERS experiment with a 785 nm excitation laser (ESI Fig. S5†). The results showed that the potential of the maximum Raman intensity experienced negative shifts to −0.3 V with the increase of excitation wavelength. Consequently, at the potential range before the reconstruction, the intensities of the ring breathing mode of adenine were dominated by the coverage, while after the reconstruction, the PICT became the main contribution.

3.2 The adsorption behaviour of thymine on a Au(111) surface

The CV curve of 1 mM thymine on a Au(111) electrode in the electrolyte containing 0.1 M NaClO₄ is shown in Fig. 4a; it was recorded at a rate of 50 mV s⁻¹. The CV of thymine is also distinguished into three potential ranges. The first adsorption configuration (E < −0.2 V) refers to a disordered adsorption of thymine molecules on the surface with a negative charge, and the plane of the thymine molecules was oriented nearly paral-
The cyclic voltammogram of 1 mM cytosine on a Au(111) electrode in the electrolyte containing 0.1 M NaClO4 is shown in Fig. 5a; it was recorded at a rate of 50 mV s\(^{-1}\). Similar to the two bases discussed before, the CV is distinguished into three potential ranges. For the potential range before \(-0.20\) V, cytosine molecules were oriented nearly parallel to the electrode surface. In the second region, from \(-0.20\) to \(0.2\) V, the broad peaks indicate the reorientation of the cytosine molecules on the electrode surface, and the accompanied lifting of the reconstruction on the single crystal surface. In this section, the intensity of the ring breathing mode was increased with higher coverage. The slope of the frequency shift is even higher than the other potential ranges, because the coupling strength between molecular orbitals and the d-band of the surface experience significant change during the reorientation. The third region can be assigned to a chemisorbed phase of the cytosine molecules, which shows great stability even at very positive potentials due to the strong coordination of N3 and O8 atoms of thymine were anchored to metal atoms, and the molecules prefer a vertical orientation on the single crystal surface.

The frequency shift and intensity variation of the ring breathing mode of thymine are qualitatively similar to those of adenine, as shown in Fig. 4c and d. Meanwhile the potential range of the lifting reconstruction was shifted, as shown in Fig. 4a. The frequency shift is dominated by the surface charge-dependent molecular reorientation, as noted in the discussion of adenine adsorption. The potential of zero charge (PZC) is changed for different adsorption species. Consequently, the CV peak of the lifting reconstruction, accompanied by the potential of the maximum slope in the frequency shifting curve, is displaced towards higher electric potential. The potential of the extremely enhanced SHINERS intensity is also displaced for the different bases’ molecular adsorption, because both the chemical potential of the surface electrons and alignment of molecular energy levels are changed for different adsorption species.

### 3.3 The adsorption behaviour of cytosine on a Au(111) surface

The cyclic voltammogram of 1 mM cytosine on a Au(111) electrode in the electrolyte containing 0.1 M NaClO4 is shown in Fig. 5a; it was recorded at a rate of 50 mV s\(^{-1}\). Similar to the two bases discussed before, the CV is distinguished into three electric potential ranges. For the potential range before \(-0.20\) V, cytosine molecules were oriented nearly parallel to the electrode surface. In the second region, from \(-0.20\) to \(0.2\) V, the broad peaks indicate the reorientation of the cytosine molecules on the electrode surface, and the accompanied lifting of the reconstruction on the single crystal surface. In this section, the intensity of the ring breathing mode was increased with higher coverage. The slope of the frequency shift is even higher than the other potential ranges, because the coupling strength between molecular orbitals and the d-band of the surface experience significant change during the reorientation. The third region can be assigned to a chemisorbed phase of the cytosine molecules, which shows great stability even at very positive potentials due to the strong coordination of N3 and NH\(_2\) lone-pair orbitals. The intensity of the ring breathing mode is sharply decreased due to the mismatching of electronic levels and photonic energy within the PICT mechanism. Both the frequency shift and the intensity variation profiles of cytosine are similar to those of the previously discussed nucleobases.

### 3.4 The adsorption behaviour of guanine on a Au(111) surface

As shown in Fig. 6a, the CV of guanine is qualitatively similar with the CV of the other bases, as discussed in detail previously. The most characteristic peaks between \(-0.45\) to \(-0.2\) V indicate the process of molecular reorientation-induced lifting reconstruction of single crystal surfaces. Besides, after the lifting reconstruction, a chemisorbed stacked monolayer of guanine formed at Au(111), and the N7 and O13 lone-pairs of the guanine molecule are the anchors for vertical adsorption. As shown in Fig. 6b, the frequency shift and intensity variation could be attributed to the same mechanism as that of adenine. But the ring breathing frequency shift is more significant than that for the other bases, the intensity of guanine is...
enhanced profile of the spectral intensity of guanine is more significantly in situ able significance, and evidently it promotes the applications of SHINERS study at the electrochemical interface reveals remarkable potential of lifting reconstruction. Overall, this in situ breathing mode. Error bars represent standard deviations obtained by measuring at different locations on the samples.

4. Conclusions

In this work, we employed electrochemical SHINERS to investigate the adsorption behaviours of adenine, guanine, thymine, and cytosine molecules on Au(111) single crystal electrodes. Based on CV data and SHINER spectra, we found that all four of the nucleobases resulted in the reconstruction of single crystal Au(111) electrodes and have similar behaviours. Concurrently, after the lifting of reconstruction, with a positive potential, the Raman intensity of the ring breathing modes of the four nucleobases drastically decreased immediately due to the PICT mechanism. Due to the strong interaction between the nucleobases and the metal electrode, the Raman frequency of the ring breathing modes increased continuously after the potential of lifting reconstruction. Overall, this in situ SHINERS study at the electrochemical interface reveals remarkable significance, and evidently it promotes the applications of in situ SHINERS on well-defined single crystal surfaces.
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